S I M P L Y

B E A U T I F U L

H O M E W A R E

SLICE & SHADOW FURNITURE COLLECTION

european designed furniture expertly hand crafted from the finest solid oak timbers

clean crisp lines and hand finished details create contemporary classics that naturally improve with age for years of enjoyment
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TAB194

Slice dining table - round, sm

D136xH76cm

$1,995

TAB171

Slice dining table - round

D163xH76cm

$2,495

TAB168

Shadow sideboard

203x45xH84cm

$1,995

TAB195

Slice dining table - rectangular, sm 180x90xH77cm

$1,495

TAB169

Shadow drawer unit

160x50xH84cm

$1,995

TAB172

Slice dining table - rectangular

$1,795

TAB170

Shadow media unit

210x46xH42cm

$1,495

220x100xH77cm

The oak wood used in these collections is proudly sourced from-well managed forests in Europe. All piece is first slightly tinted with a water-based colour and then oiled. This
combination gives the furniture a beautiful natural tone. The beauty of natural solid wood is highlighted by the careful selection of timbers with naturally occuring patterns & knots.

DAILY CARE

Sponge with mild solution of water and natural soap (no aggressive soap). Any stain should be removed immediately from the
surface. Oil treatment protects the oak wood against staining by most common fluids, but is no guarantee against stains.

PREVENTIVE & REGULAR TREATMENT

Osmo liquid wax cleaner (or equivelent) can be applied to the timbers when the wood begins to feel dry. It will help to maintain the
oiled surface , but is no guarantee against stains.

REPAIRING TREATMENT

Two products (or equivalent) may be used: Osmo hardwax oil (natural matte) - applied to maintain original colour OR Osmo hardwax oil (natural white) - applied to lighten the wood vein. The stain or mark will need to be buffed from the surface prior to applying
the oil. Both oils will restore the initial coating and seal the pores of the timber, creating a natural protection against everyday wear.
Follow the directions of any oil, wax or repair product carefully. This advice does not constitute a guarantee - always check with
Papaya before beginning a repair process.

Slice & Shadow furniture pieces are
certified by the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification
for responsible sourcing and
management of timber sources.
Each piece is completed
in a ‘no energy to
waste’ process that
eliminates waste to
help protect our
environment.
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